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Abstract 
A methodology for deriving image processing ASICs from the results of their real-time 
emulation on the Data-Flow Functional Computer is presented. The aim of the method 
is to reduce the time and effort required for synthesizing and validating ASICs after 
emulation. Indeed, the same architecture which emulated the application is the entry 
point of the derivation process. Thus, the "synthesis" is restricted to the optimization 
at the Register-Transfer level of the validated emulator architecture, as a consequence 
the validation of derived ASICs is easier. The derivation process is demonstrated on the 
direction extraction macro of a defect detector application. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

High level (or architecture) synthesis takes as input an algorithm expressed in a high level 
language and generates an RTL netlist implementing the algorithm according to explicit 
constraints. The resulting netlist must be thoroughly simulated in order to validate its 
behavior. The increasing interest in rapid prototyping, formal verification or FPGA-based 
emulation indicates that simulation does not cover all the aspects of design validation. 
When real-time vision applications are concerned, the specification of the application is 
vague and imprecise and the enormous amount of input data requires weeks of traditional 
simulation (the computational requirements of real-time image processing range up to 
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Figure 1 Emulation flow. 

billions of operations per second). Furthermore, the application should be validated in its 
environment (a problem seldom addressed by simulation). 

This paper describes an approach called derivation from emulation results where 
the validation step precedes the synthesis step: the algorithm is firstly emulated in its en
vironment (with input from video cameras) on a general image processing computer (the 
Data-Flow Functional Computer), then the actual computer configuration is analyzed, 
optimized and finally implemented as a VLSI chipset. The RTL netlist implementing 
the algorithm is thus directly derived from the hardware which emulated the algorithm: 
emulation provides simultaneously the synthesis of an RTL netlist and its val
idation. Hence the post-emulation "synthesis" step is reduced to the optimization of the 
emulator's active resources. Since data dependency is preserved, total equivalence of the 
derived RTL net list's behavior with the results obtained during emulation is achieved 
(functional behavior and performance). As a consequence the amount of simulation re
quired to validate the derived ASICs is restricted. 

Firstly, the application is emulated in real time on the DFFC (Figure 1) [Quenot et 
al. 1994] [Serot et al. 1993]. The DFFC is an 8x8x16 array of Data-Flow Processors 
(DFPs) and it processes digital video streams on the fly at a rate up to 25 MHz pixel. 
The algorithm is expressed in a functional programming language which is translated into 
a DFP graph using operators from a database (200 operators). Figure 2 summarizes the 
DFP's architecture. The programmable 3-stage pipelined datapath contains 3 input FIFO 
queues and 3 output queues, an 8 x 8-bit multiplier, a 16-bit 2901-type ALU, a 256 x 9 
bits RAM and a 16-bit counter. The datapath is configured through a programmable con
troller (a 64 X 32 bits program is provided for its description). The DFP architecture has 
been designed to implement efficiently a wide range of low- to mid-level image process
ing operators (arithmetic/logic operations, 8/16-bit histogrammer, line/pixel delays and 
sums). Several significant applications have been successfully emulated, including colored 
object tracking, main direction follower, contrast enhancement and defect detection. In 
the following, we call a resource of a Data-Flow Processor any DFP datapath element, 
the DFP controller and its I/0 ports. 
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Figure 2 Architecture of the Data-Flow Processor. 

2 DERIVATION FROM EMULATION RESULTS 

Principle 
The actual DFFC configuration implementing the algorithm is used as an input to the 
derivation process. The process is based on a processor-level analysis: identification of the 
effectively used resources and optimization of these resources. The resulting automaton is 
implemented as a VLSI chipset whose architecture is pipelined Finite State Machine with 
Datapath. The VLSI approach to derivation is highly facilitated by 1) the granularity 
of the Data-Flow Processor which is at the 8/16-bit operator level and 2) the relative 
simplicity of the DFP architecture which allows a deterministic knowledge of whether 
a resource is used or not. Derivation is similar to retargeting an FPGA implementation 
into an ASIC: the conversion of the design into a different technology (e.g. gate array) 
yields a smaller and faster implementation. Thanks to the coarse grain architecture of the 
Data-Flow Processor derivation is far more easily automated. 

Justification 
One question that immediately arises is whether one could not reduce a graph of several 
dozens processors into a few chips. Table 1 shows the average (static) resource utilization 
(and actual area) of DFP resources computed on several non-trivial algorithms (3x3 
convolution, Nagao-like filter, erosion, defect detector ... ). It is clear that the resource 
utilization of the presented algorithms is low. Furthermore, the average area of a DFP 
after resource reduction (i.e. removal of the unused resources) can be estimated. For each 
resource i, let us call u; its average static utilization rate and a; its actual area (in mm2). 

The estimated average area of a DFP after resource reduction is 

A= 
iE[resources] 

Using Table 1 yields A= 7.35 mm2 (1J.Lm technology). Thus, considering only the lowest
level optimization step (discarding the unused resources) shall yield a theoretical reduction 
in area of 80%. 
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Table 1 Average static utilization rate and area of DFP resources 

Resource I/0 Ports I/0 FIFOs Data-Path Data RAM Controller 

Utilization rate 42.4% 42.2% 22.2% 20.0% 4.9% 
Area (mm2) 9.34 3.74 4.85 1.60 8.55 
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Figure 3 Derivation flow. 

3 THE DERIVATION PROCESS 
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This Section explains the optimizations performed during derivation. In accordance to 
the emulation flow steps, 3 different representations for an algorithm are available (from 
high to low level of abstraction): l) data-flow graph, 2) Finite State Machine (FSM) 
network and 3) RTL netlist. Whereas most traditional high level synthesis systems use 
only the data-flow representation (e.g. [Verdier & Zavidovique 1993]), derivation will also 
use the other 2 representations: low level optimizations are performed on the RTL netlist 
and high level transformations are performed on the FSM representation and data-flow 
graph*. The block diagram of the derivation process is shown in Figure 3. 

The low level optimizations 
Their aim is to reduce each DFP to its minimal equivalent implementation by dis
carding its unused resources and adjusting its remaining resources. These optimizations 
are performed on the RTL netlist with input from the Finite State Machine definition of 
each DFP. They are applied to each DFP and to connections between adjacent DFPs. 

1. Removal of the unused resources: an analysis of the static and dynamic (FSM) def
initions of the DFP operator determines precisely whether a datapath resource (ALU, 
MUX, FIFO ... ) is used or not. A resource is unused if it produces no output flow or 
if its output flow is equal to its input flow or if it produces a constant flow. Unused 
resources are removed or replaced by buses. 

2. Adjusting bitwidths and depths: the bitwidth of each datapath resource and the 
depth of each I/0 FIFO and of the DFP pipeline are restricted to their minimum value. 

*Note that more and more high level synthesis systems perform post-synthesis optimizations on the 
synthesized RTL netlist [Eveking & Hiireth 1993) [Papachristou et a/. 1993). 
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3. Reduction of the programmable resources: reducing a programmable resource 
(controller, crossbar or I/0 port) means "freezing" it to its specific function in each 
DFP operator. The controller which was implemented with a 64 X 32 program RAM is 
implemented in standard cells. The 1/0 ports of a DFP were connected to its FIFOs 
through a crossbar; in a derived DFP the (fixed) connections are implemented statically. 

As an example, a DFP implementing a 16-bit adder whose 8 MSBs are not used is basically 
reduced to a "one-stage" pipeline containing an 8-bit adder plus 3 two-word 1/0 FIFOs. 
These immediate optimization steps bring huge area reduction. 

The high level transformations 
The low level optimizations reduce each DFP to its minimal equivalent implementation. 
This implementation is a data-flow operator, hence it still includes costly resources dedi
cated to flow management (I/0 FIFOs and ports). These resources are eliminated through 
collapsing of neighboring DFPs into macro-DFPs according to the function they imple
ment or to user specification. For instance, the a tan arc tangent operator of the extraction 
macro (Figure 4a) required a 1024x8 Look-Up Table (LUT) and was emulated using 9 
DFPs (4 LUTs, 5 selectors) due to the DFP limitations (a DFP contains a 256x9 RAM). 
This operator was derived into a macro-DFP containing a 1024x8 ROM. 

The derived ASICs are validated by simulation as follows: 1) each derived DFP (or 
collapsed macro-DFP) is validated if it has not already been derived and validated 
and 2) the whole derived ASIC is validated. Typically a few dozens input vectors are 
enough to validate the function of each derived circuit. 

4 RESULTS 

Output of the derivation process is a VHDL netlist at the Register-Transfer Level which is 
fed into a commercial layout compiler (COMPASS). Derived circuits consist of both single 
and macro Data-Flow Processors implemented in standard cells and datapath compiler 
cells. Considering a lJ.Im CMOS technology the average size of a derived DFP featuring 
only low level optimizations is 4.4 mm2 (Table 2). This implies the 3 low level optimiza
tions, thus it explains the difference with the theoretical area computed in Section 2 which 
included only the first low level optimization. The 1/0 FIFOs occupy a significant part 
(about 43%) of the derived processors' area, this justifies the need for high level transfor
mations that deal with this problem. The high level transformations decrease the area by 
about 60%. Hence 50 derived DFPs can be integrated on a single chip. The use of a 0.7J.Im 
technology shall raise this density up to 100 DFPs/chip. If the derived circuit must be the 
smallest possible for a large application, one can envision the use of a multichip module 
technology. Currently only the 1/0 FIFOs are implemented using COMPASS' datapath 
compiler, while the rest is implemented in standard cells. Subsequent use of the datapath 
compiler shall further reduce the datapath's area [Leveugle & Safinia 1993]. 

The direction extraction macro of the defect detector has been successfully derived using 
the derivation tool and COMPASS' back-end tools. The direction extraction chip (Figure 
4) contains 26 initial DFPs in 50.7 mm2 (21K gates, core size 35.7 mm2, lJ.Im CMOS 
technology). The chip has been derived with both low and high level optimizations, it 
features a gain in area of 60% compared to the extraction chip derived with only low level 
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Table 2 Initial/derived Data-Flow Processors in a 1~-tm technology (areas in mm 2) 

Operator 

Total area 
Control/DP 
FIFO/Op 

Initial abs add and 
DFP 

35.64 2.6 4.8 3.6 
1.76 0.24 0.21 0.17 
0.11 0.48 0.52 0.50 
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Figm·e 4 The direction extraction macro. 
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(b) Derived chip. 

optimizations. The chip has been validated by simulation using only a few dozens input 
vectors at a clock frequency of 12 MHz. The chip alone can process images with at most 
512 pixels/line due to the on-board 512-word FIFO; but the connection of an external 
FIFO relaxes this constraint. The computing power of the chip is about 110 MIPS . 

5 CONCLUSION 

An approach to high level synthesis called derivation from emulation results has been 
presented. It exploits the results of the emulation of an algorithm in real time and in its 
environment. The emulation step provides simultaneously the synthesis of an RTL netlist 
(the emulator's active resources) and its validation; then the derivation step optimizes this 
RTL netlist and a commercial layout compiler is used to derive a chipset implementing 
the algorithm. The derivation concept has been implemented for real-time vision applica
tions: a general vision computer has been built (the 1024-processor Data-Flow Functional 
Computer), the computer is programmed in a functional programming language. 

Our current work consists in improving the derivation process: apart from the already 
cited generalization of datapath compiler cells in derived circuits, an area of research is the 
optimal partitioning of Data-Flow Processor graphs into derived chips. The natural par-
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titioning of DFP graphs (according to the data-flow graph hierarchy) does not necessarily 
yield an optimal result in terms of area/performance of the derived chipset. 
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